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PREPARATION 

exchange application process 

The application process was an easy process. The International Office of the University of Auckland is really 

helpful and will respond to your emails immediately, if things are unsure for you. However, I experienced the 

process as really self-explanatory, therefore I don’t think that would be necessary. I would recommend starting 

on time and to do some research beforehand on the courses you would like to take. Especially the Law Faculty 

has a lot of courses you can apply for. 

counselling & support at Utrecht University 

The application process will mostly be done by Utrecht University and you can ask them any questions you 

might have regarding your application process. However, after arriving in Auckland your most important 

contact will be the International Office of Auckland University.  

academic preparation 

As I said before, I would recommend looking at the course options available. Besides that, there is not a lot of 

academic preparation necessary. Everybody is really friendly in New-Zealand on campus and at the Law Faculty 

there are always people available that want to help you. 

language preparation 

Due to the fact that I am a Dutch Law student (a study which is almost entirely taught in Dutch, I only had 2 

courses in 4 years that were taught in English) the language was not a problem at all. In the beginning, you 

might be a little uncomfortable with doing everything in English but because of that you will get used to it 

quickly.  

finances 

New Zealand is an expensive country. You should especially be prepared for the housing prices, which are high 

and are paid every two weeks. However, If you do your groceries at the large supermarkets (New World or 

Countdown for example) you will be fine. There are a lot of student activities planned with for example the 

Study Abroad Association (SASS) that have a lot of nice trips which are much cheaper than if you plan them 

yourself. Nonetheless, the prices are comparable with the prices for things in the Netherlands. Only housing 

prices, alcohol and some types of food are more expensive. 

 

STUDY ABROAD PERIOD 

study programme (content and organisational issues) 

Exchange, Law. I followed the courses Introduction to Common law (obligatory for every exchange student), 

Maori World (Pasifika department) Pasifika Peoples and the Law and International relations and Human Rights 

(Politics department). I really liked following courses other than Law courses and would really recommend 

learning about the culture and problems that particularly New Zealand faces. I enrolled in three courses before I 

came here, but I would recommend enrolling into four. I changed it afterwards and that was great, I still had a 

lot of time left while taking four courses. 

academic quality of education activities 

The academic quality really depends on the courses your taking. Even though I was not used to following 

courses in English, I could easily understand and participate. The teachers are really friendly and engaged with 

their students (more than in the Netherlands). 

counselling & support at receiving university abroad 

I was in an accident during my time abroad and the support of the University of Auckland during that time was 



 

 
 

amazing. You have to fill in a lot of forms in order to receive counselling/health care, but the University will help 

you with that and the health and counselling is available on campus. 

transfer of credits 

At the moment, I still have to transfer my credits. However, the University of Auckland will send you the 

transcript and you can send that to Utrecht University.  

 

STUDENT LIFE 

welcome & orientation programme 

The University of Auckland is really welcoming and organises activities prior to the start of the Semester. I 

would recommend going to the activities they organize and going to other activities organisations of SASS for 

example. I met a lot of people international students there that were not law students necessary and really 

liked that. When you in University housing, there will also be some activities organized. However, you are in 

charge of your own exchange. Therefore I would really recommend reaching out to the Facebook page of your 

exchange semester, that Auckland University will create. Because of the Facebook page, I went on a couple of 

trips with other students, even before the Semester starts. I really recommend that if you want to meet other 

exchange students and explore the amazing country a little. 

accommodation 

Even though the student housing is really expensive, the rooms are nice and there is a reception an RA’s that 

are available day and night. I always felt safe and did not have to worry, even when I lost my apartment key 

haha.  

leisure & culture 

Even though there are a lot of fun things to do in Auckland, you should really explore the beautiful nature of 

New Zealand and make as much trips if you can that get you more into the nature.  

suggestions/tips 

Always wear sunscreen! There is no Ozon layer in New-Zealand, so the sun is way more intense and you will 

burn in minutes during the Summer if you don’t wear sunscreen. This is much different from the Netherlands, 

always have a place of shelter from the sun close to you (when you are for example going to the beach). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

would you recommend this university/destination abroad to others? please explain 

I would definitely recommend going to New Zealand for your exchange! It is easy to get to know new people, 

the nature is amazing and everybody that you will meet loves the outdoors is therefore really active and 

relaxed. The University of Auckland is a nice host University that has a specific “Ask Auckland deks” that will 

help you with any difficulties you might face. 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

No 

 

  



 

 
 

2016-2017 
 

preparation 

exchange/placement application process 

After I was accepted by the home university, I had to make an account for the University of Auckland and fill in 

my details. Also they needed several documents, such as my secondary school certificate, grades from uni and 

proof of English requirement (if you have 7 or higher on your secondary school certificate, that is sufficient). 

After the documents were approved I could enrol in the courses. Unfortunately it took me a while before some 

problems with the documents were solved, so I enrolled in the courses while I was in New Zealand (two weeks 

before semester started). The staff was very helpful and helped me in this process. However, I would 

recommend to make sure you enrol earlier, because otherwise the most popular courses are already taken.  

counselling/support at home university 

I had some problems with sending my passport copy and course outlines. The home university helped me to get 

the right documents and send an e-mail to the University of Auckland. Also the information evening was 

helpful. 

academic preparation 

Because I had almost finished my bachelor of law I thought I had enough knowledge to succeed in the exchange 

programme. However, because New Zealand has a common law system, I took the course Legal English for 

Academic Purposes which helped me to understand the common law system a bit better. It is not per se 

necessary because you have to take the introduction to common law course at the University of Auckland. 

However, the introduction course at UoA was sometimes a bit hard to follow because they go very fast (it is 

only three days) so for me Legal English for academic purposes was helpful. 

language preparation 

I took the course Legal English for Academic Purposes which not only helped me to understand the common 

law a bit better but mainly to improve my English skills. I think it is especially useful to improve writing and 

speaking skills. 

finances 

I had saved money for several years and I lent money from DUO. Also I applied for OV-vergoeding. Although 

New Zealand is really expensive (especially rent and food), I had sufficient resources. 

study/placement abroad period 

study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues) 

I took five courses at the University of Auckland. Introduction to common law (compulsory), Takeovers, 

Environmental constitutionalism, Commercial Arbitration and Aviation Law. In the first two weeks of the 

semester you still have the opportunity to change your courses. This is very useful because sometimes the 

course is very different then you thought. I really liked Commercial Arbitration, the professor was very good and 



 

 
 

the structure and content of the course was great. I wanted to take courses that are very different than the 

courses I have taken in the Netherlands and they have enough choice. However, as I said before, be ON TIME 

with your enrolment to prevent disappointment. 

academic quality of education/placement activities 

The professors of the University of Auckland are very good and qualified. They are more than willing to help you 

if you don’t understand something. However, I only had lectures and no working groups. In the beginning I had 

to get used to this style of teaching. You could always ask something during the lecture, but if you wanted more 

information you have to make an appointment with the professor.  

counselling/support at host institution/organisation 

University of Auckland has a great support and counselling team. If you have questions or need anything they 

will help you. For example with housing, academic support or well-being. They are very friendly and will do 

everything to make you feel welcome! 

transfer of credits 

I just received an e-mail with my grades and I can send this link to Utrecht University. It took a while before I 

received all my grades after the exam, but I think the transfer of credits should not be a problem. 

student life 

welcome/orientation programme 

They have one introduction day for international students, where you can get information and a maori 

welcome! Furthermore I came in contact with SASS, an association for exchange students! A great opportunity 

to meet other exchange students and they organise a lot of activities. Also they have O-week where all 

university clubs have a stand and you can join one (or two or three ☺) of them. I joined several clubs, among 

others the climbing club and the canoe club. The clubs are really cool and I met several kiwis there. If you want 

to meet kiwis then a club is a great way to do that! 

accommodation 

I decided not to take a student accommodation and searched something myself. The first two weeks I spend in 

a hostel and looked for accommodation. In the end I found a very nice place which was luckly not super 

expansive (less expensive than student accommodation). However, it was not easy and my place was a bit 

further from the uni. If you don’t want stress than I would recommend student accommodation but if you have 

time and want to save a bit of money than searching for yourself is also really okay! 

leisure/culture 

I made a lot of weekend trips with exchange students exploring the country. The maori culture is very 

interesting and I would really recommend to go to a museum or visiting a maori place.  

suggestions/tips 

It is annoying to say but really start on time! You should have a look at deadlines and important dates. 



 

 
 

However, if you have problems then they are really friendly and willing to help! So if you don’t know what to do 

then just ask.  

conclusions 

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain 

Absolutely! The University is really nice and good organised. The quality is very good and I loved the clubs they 

have. The country and people are amazing! 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Sign up for University of Auckland!! But I am also sure that every other exchange is great! 

 
 

 

Preparation 

Exchange/placement application process: 

The placement application process went very smoothly. International Office is very helpful 

whenever you have questions regarding the whole process. They send you reminders of 

things you still need to do, so you won't feel like you're lost in the process. 

Counselling/support at home university: 

- 

Academic preparation: 

I didn't do anything in particular as academic preparation. 

Language preparation: 

I didn't do anything in particular as language preparation. 

Finances: 



 

 
 

I had been saving a lot of money, so that I could go to Auckland. I already knew that living 

there 

 
      

 
  

 

would be very expensive, especially when you are planning on doing lots of activities/trips. 

Study/placement abroad period 

Study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues): 

I took four courses during my exchange program. One of these courses was Maori 

Speaking 103, the other courses were law (or business) courses: Financial markets Law 

(business), Takeovers (law) and Introduction in common law (compulsory law course for 

law students from non-Anglican countries). First of all, the law courses that I took only 

consisted of lectures. Other law courses also consist of tutorials. Some lecturers use slides, 

others don't. One of my courses was being recorded (Financial markets Law). This is quite 

helpful while studying for the exam. One of my other courses, Takeovers, was not being 

recorded and the lecturer didn't use any slides. Classes start at 8.00am at the earliest. In 

Auckland lecturers really like essay questions, which results in having to write full essays or 

answer essay questions during an exam. 

Academic quality of education/placement activities: 

I believe that the quality of law courses in Auckland is quite similar to the quality of law 

courses in Utrecht. The only thing that I've noticed, is that Kiwi law students (New 

Zealanders) are really competitive. This is logical, because there are not that many job 

opportunities for law students in New Zealand. 

Counselling/support at host institution/organisation: 



 

 
 

- 

Transfer of credits: 

It is possible to have exams until the 3rd of July. Lecturers have +/- 3 weeks to examine the 

exams. You can pay for your official transcript of records when you know all your grades. 

You can pay online for the transcript of records and you can download the document 

within 2 working days.  

Student life 

Welcome/orientation programme: 

There are lots of clubs at the University of Auckland. During the welcome program, those 

clubs have many activities. I joined the canoe club, the surfing club, the international 

students club (SASS) and the tramping club (hiking). Each faculty has its own welcome 

program and everyone at the university really tries to make sure that you are having a 

great time at university. 

Accommodation: 

There are several options for accommodation, such as living in hostels, flatting or living at 

one of the Uni residences. I have lived at the newest Uni residence, which is called 

Symonds Street 

 
      

 
  

 



 

 
 

(situated at 55 Symonds Street). I was the first tenant, since the building has been built in 

Jan 2017. At 55 Symonds, you've got your own studio (own bathroom and kitchen). The 

rooms are quite big and it's really nice living there. The only thing is that living at 55 

Symonds is quite expensive in comparison with flatting. I paid 325 NZ dollars a week for 

my room. The facilities in the building are really good though and the best part of living 

there is that it only takes you 5-10 minutes to Queenstreet and it takes you 5-10 minutes 

to Uni. 

Leisure/culture: 

I have only been in Auckland during three or four weekends. Travelling in New Zealand is 

really common, since you're in a stunning country. There are thousands and thousands of 

hiking trails and beautiful sites both at the North and the South Island. I have been to five 

kayaking trips. If you like kayaking or rafting, New Zealand is the place to be. During the 

mid-semester break, everyone travels. I've been to the South Island and I've done a road 

trip through that whole island with some friends. There are so many gems at the South 

Island, you can't really miss that while being in New Zealand. It's also super easy to go to 

the Pacific Islands or Australia. 

 

Kiwis are really laid-back people. They don't worry as much about things as Dutch people 

do. They don't live in a rush and just enjoy all the moments of life. There are so many 

cultures in New Zealand, it's an actual melting pot. It's fun to get to know other people's 

cultures, because this enables you to get to know yourself better as well. 

Suggestions/tips: 



 

 
 

1. Studying at the University of Auckland is the right choice. 

2. While being in Auckland, make sure that you meet both internationals and Kiwis. 

3. Travel as much as you can while being in New Zealand. 

4. Try to do new things, since you're literally at the other end of the world (for example: 

bungy jumping, skydiving, hiking, camping). 

5. Learn something about Maori and New Zealand history. 

Conclusions 

Would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? Please explain: 

I would really recommend others to study at the University of Auckland. 

Do you have any additional advice or comments?: 

Kia ora! 

  



 

 
 

preparation 

exchange/placement application process 

Auckland was my first choice, because of the excellent academic quality, I was eager to learn about the common 

law tradition and to explore New Zealand’s nature. The application process, which consists of a motivation letter, 

study plan, financial plan and C.V. took some time. Start on time, especially with the motivation letter, and make 

clear why you would like to study at the University of Auckland and that you are suitable exchange student.  

counselling/support at home university 

The staff from the international office was helpful and replied quickly to my e-mails.  

academic preparation 

When I went to Auckland, I was in the second semester of the third year of my Bachelors programme. In my 

second year I had completed most of the mandatory courses and extra courses. Instead of 60 ECTS, I completed 

the year with 75 ECTS in order to be certain that I could go to Auckland and that I was able to graduate after the 

exchange. If you take extra courses, be aware of the requirement that your average grade still has to be a 7.0. I 

was not aware of this requirement and thought that the requirement of the Uni was only a 7.0 for VWO English. 

Therefore, my average grade was a 6.81 and it was uncertain whether I could enrol at UoA or not 

(notwithstanding Utrecht University had selected me). The staff of the international office in Utrecht told me 

that the UoA was strict with the rules. I decided to write them a motivation email to ask if I still could enrol at 

UoA. The communication with the UoA went remarkably well and they said that my average was not a problem. 

However, a recommendation letter of a professor or lecturer was required. I asked two lecturers to write a 

recommendation letter of me. Fortunately, I still was able to experience studying at the UOA.  

* Aug 2017 update International Office: minimum grade 7.0 not applicable anymore as of 17-18! 

language preparation 

I have not taken the LEAP paper at Utrecht University, but I took the Academic English writing paper at the 

University of Auckland. As a result, I was well-prepared to write English essays for my law papers.  

finances 

 Before your exchange starts, make sure that you have sufficient funds for the flights, visa, the compulsory 

healthcare fee and course books. In addition, be aware of the fact that Auckland is an expensive city. Especially, 

alcohol, meat, all the travels (renting a car or domestic flights), fish and university accommodation are very 

expensive. Besides the 240 dollars per week for my rent, I spent approximately 500 euro per month. You can 

save money by having Vegan lunch in front of the University library on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 

dinner at Asian food courts (at K-road) and by doing your groceries at Pack and Save and Chinese supermarkets: 

the place to be for cheap vegetables and fruits.  

study/placement abroad period 

study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues) 



 

 
 

Enrol for the courses in time, to be sure that you can take the most popular courses. The variation of (elective) 

courses, which UoA offers, is broad and interesting. However, be aware that UU doesn't accept all courses. For 

example, they don't accept the difficult course Chinese. I got to know this, after I had send the exam 

commission an email. Luckily, I was still able to drop this course after the first two weeks. The first two weeks of 

the semester are similar to an orientation week. During these weeks, you are able to drop and swap 

courses.                  

academic quality of education/placement activities 

I have taken the courses Aviation Law, Law and Information and Technology, Academic English and Introduction 

to Common Law (this paper is compulsory for international students). I recommend these courses, because 

they were very interesting. In addition, Introduction to Common Law is compulsory for international students. 

This paper lasts only three days and after that it was required to write an essay of 3000 words. For the other 

legal courses, I had to write an essay of 1500 words and had to take open book exams at the end of the 

semester.  

I especially recommend IT law, because the professor tries to motivate students as much as possible. For 

example, by offering volunteering places at the IT law conference. I was lucky that I have been selected to 

volunteer. It was a memorable occasion. I was able to attend all the it law related workshops and to network 

with legal professionals.  

counselling/support at host institution/organisation 

Don’t hesitate to ask any questions to the staff of the international office in Auckland or the staff of the law 

faculty. When I had questions about swapping my law courses, I noticed that the staff of the law faculty were 

taking the time for me and very helpful.  

transfer of credits 

In one semester you can earn 60 credits at UoA. This number of credits is similar to 30 ECTS at Utrecht 

University. Currently, I have not received my exam results. In the beginning of the semester I already have 

emailed the examination commission with information about the courses which I was following at UoA.  

student life 

welcome/orientation programme 

Do not miss the O-week. During this week, there are many stands where you can get information about flatting, 

student life, university clubs and so on. There are also parties. Party in the park is the best one! Purchase your 

ticket in advance, because the party was quickly sold out.                                       

accommodation 

During my stay in Auckland, I was staying in university accommodation, which was called Huia. Huia is especially 

for first year students and appeared to be too childish for me. I did not have another option, because I applied 

too late for uni accommodation and was placed on a waiting list. Therefore, I recommend you to apply for uni 

accommodation as soon as possible after you have been selected.  



 

 
 

In general living at a campus is a nice experience! Uni accommodations are the ideal place to meet many people 

and they are in walking distance from the university and city centre. Another advantage of living in uni 

accommodation is that the membership for the recreation centre of the university is free.  

leisure/culture 

UoA offers more than 100 clubs. For example, a yoga/mediation, debating, hockey, tennis, cooking club and 

many more. Do not miss the orientation week, because during that week you will receive information about the 

clubs. Furthermore, Kiwis (the people of New Zealand) are very friendly and social. If you are interested to meet 

locals, SASS (University of Auckland study abroad student’s society) can find a buddy for you. Kiwis are happy to 

share their culture and are curious to get to know yours. Besides the kiwis I noticed that everyone in Auckland 

(the biggest group of people are Asian people) is social and open. I guess, because life in Auckland is so easy-

going!       

suggestions/tips 

If you are keen to hike in the nature, then I definitely recommend you to join the tramping club. It is a cool 
experience to join their weekend trip, which they organize in the beginning of the semester. You will hike for 4-
8 hours in the Waitakere ranges and spend the night in the club hut. 
Another tip is that you have to apply for being a UoA study abroad Instagram ambassador. In that way you help 
to promote the University of Auckland by sharing your memories and creative thoughts. At the end of the 
semester, you will be rewarded with a reference and a 100 dollar voucher for a shopping center.  
 

conclusions 

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain 

Studying in Auckland is the most valuable experience I ever had. Therefore, I definitely recommend you to go 

on exchange to Auckland and to discover everything Auckland/ New Zealand has to offer to the fullest 

potential. Auckland has a friendly, relaxing atmosphere. You will feel immediately at home. Furthermore, 

Auckland is extraordinary and different from other exchange destinations. Going on exchange to Auckland is 

not only about the night night life -although the nightlife is better than Utrecht-, but it is about exploring the 

nature and building valuable friendships. Renting a car to explore the North Island in the weekends and the 

South Island during the mid semester break is also highly recommended.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Open a NZ bank account, because you cannot pay with your Dutch card in New Zealand stores. The ASB bank 

offers free accounts for students.  

  



 

 
 

 

 
preparation 

exchange/placement application process 

 Really easy. Seems like a big deal before submitting, but it basically comes down to writing a nice application 

letter and providing the right documents.     

counselling/support at home university 

   Very good. Always helpful when you have any questions.   

academic preparation 

    None, I just made sure I passed all my mandatory courses.  

language preparation 

    None.  

finances 

  Made a financial plan beforehand and earned some extra money.    

study/placement abroad period 

study programme/work plan (concerning content and organisational issues) 

I just made sure that my courses in Auckland were not too similar with the ones back home.     

academic quality of education/placement activities 

 The education is really different abroad. We only had lectures, no tutorials. The way of learning was therefore 

more theorethical. I think the quality of education was fine overall, but the lack of group discussions etc. made 

the education feel passive sometimes.    

counselling/support at host institution/organisation 

 Very good, they were always helpful when I had any questions.     

transfer of credits 

 No idea yet.     

student life 

welcome/orientation programme 

 The orientation programme could have been better. They did not organize that much and I ended up 

organizing something together with others.     

accommodation 

 I had a really bad university accommodation experience unfortunately. When I arrived the WiFi did not work, 



 

 
 

which got only fixed after several weeks. There was no real kitchen as well, only one stove for 30(!) people. This 

did not get solved during the semester. Accommodation services were really unfriendly and unhelpful. During 

the semester, asbestos got discovered as well. We felt like they were not seriously concerned with our health 

issues. Although I heard some better stories from other accommodations, I recommend looking for non-

university recommendation first.     

Note from UU International Office: the housing situation was an extra ordinary situation and an 
exception for the University of Auckland. In general students are positive about the campus 
accommodation.  
 
leisure/culture 

 There is a lot to do in Auckland itself. But the main activities are outside of Auckland. Exploring nature is the 

best thing to do in New Zealand.    

suggestions/tips 

 Travel as much as possible.     

conclusions 

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain 

 Destination: definitely. New Zealand is a great country to go on exchange to. But see my story above on 

accommodation. 

     

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

 For people who have a drivers license; get an internarional one. Open a bank account. Bring outdoor 

equipment (if you like those kind of things). Don't be too worried about choosing the right courses beforehand, 

as you can change up to two weeks after university has started. Applying for a visa is easier than you would 

think. There are a lot of clubs on the university, join one or more of them if you easily want to meet new 

people.     

 

  



 

 
 

 

2014 – 2015 

preparation 

The whole process preceding my departure to the University of Auckland went very smoothly. Auckland being 
my first choice, I spent a good time on writing my cover letter (make sure to have some friends and family 
check it !). Not long after I received notification that I was accepted to go on the exchange, and that’s where the 
real preparation began.  
 
There was a lot to do, but the staff of the Universiteit Utrecht were always helpful to the best of their abilities. 
There was financial preparation, making sure you have enough funds to cover the exchange, travel 
preparations, think of flights and visa, and of course the university preparation. For finance, make sure you 
understand that Auckland is quite an expensive place. Taking seat on an island far away from everything.. most 
foods are imported and that projects itself in the prices in the supermarket. Furthermore beers and other drinks 
you find in the bars are also more expensive than what you should be used to. Secondly, try and book your 
flight as early as possible to cut on costs. Also, make sure you apply for you visa on time.. You need to send your 
passport to London to get the sticker you need and you don’t want your passport returned three days prior to 
your departure date.. Lastly, the University of Auckland requires you to do quite some preparatory work. You 
need to apply as a student via their system, which can cause a bit of trouble but they will send you a detailed 
instructional sheet and if you call them they are very very helpful. Also make sure you apply to housing as soon 
as possible if that’s what you want ! 
 

Studying at the University of Auckland 

As a law student, I only had the options to enrol for law courses. All exchange students are required to take 
‘Introduction to the Common Law System’, which is an introductory three-day course which is marked by 
writing a simple essay. I took on three other courses, being ‘Evidence’, ‘Aviation Law’, and ‘Commercial 
Arbitration’. All three courses were very interesting, and I would particularly recommend the course ‘Evidence’ 
(seriously, do it). The work load is similar to that of law in Utrecht, you have two lectures a week per course, so 
for me six lectures in total ranging from one to two hours. The attitude of the average student in Auckland is a 
bit different than us Dutchies, where we mainly sit back and write along important key phrases the lecturer 
speaks, students in Auckland type along every single word that comes of out the lecturers mouth. Don’t be 
scared though, you honestly don’t need to. Sticking with the Dutch approach of skeleton typing made me pass 
all my courses with good marks, so no worries there. I didn’t buy any of the books (except for the course 
manuals) as these were available in the library. Furthermore, all case law can be found in your course manual 
so if you study those and pay attention in class, you should be fine. There are no tutorials however, so you don’t 
really get a lot of preparatory questions before your exams. They do have previous exams you can look into 
though, so again, you should be fine. Quality of the courses was high. I would say some courses were better 
than others (e.v.i.d.e.n.c.e.), but overall I enjoyed a high academic quality. Tests are not that much harder than 
in Utrecht, just the fact that you have less preparatory questions to go over means you can get stuff on your 
exam you hadn’t really prepared for. Oh the joy ! If you studied all the material you should have, you should be 
fine.  
Transfer of credits went smoothly. I didn’t really had to do anything apart from sit back and enjoy my lasts days 
in Auckland and the rest of my vacation as the University of Auckland send my grades to the Universiteit 
Utrecht themselves. Easy ! 
 

student life 

I stayed in Carlaw Park Student Village, one of the accommodations made available by the University. Definitely 
being the cleanest and best furnished accommodation.. you live with two or three flatmates in a large complex 
close to the university and the city (10 minutes to university walking, 20 to the city centre). You get to meet a 
lot of students there, which is where I made most of my friends. It is quite expensive, more than your average 
room in Utrecht, but it definitely is a nice place to spend your exchange ! Couple of rules though, if you host a 
party at your flat, expect to be kicked out at around 11pm. 
 
The University of Auckland is a very international university, and this can be seen in their introductory week. 
Lots of activities to attend, lots of friends to make. It was fun, and on top of that I had my accommodations ‘fun 
week’ as well ! Make sure to spend your first few weeks just buzzing around attending as much as you can and 
exploring as much as you can before you delve more seriously into uni life. Although the centre of Auckland 



 

 
 

isn’t that big, it is such a beautiful city with lots of green and stuff to do. Around every corner is a surprise to be 
found, be it a nice little café or a nice little park where you can sit. Auckland is a very unique city in the sense 
that it is built on almost exclusively volcanoes, so expect a lot of hiking up and down ! Around Auckland there is 
a lot to do as well, you can take daytrips to beautiful places like Waitomo, or even go on long weekends to 
Coromandel and so on. Lot’s to see, lot’s to do. New Zealand is a country that you cannot pass up on ! I myself 
travelled the South Island during my two-week mid-semester break, which was quite fast to go through the 
entire South Island, but I managed to see most of the things I wanted to see. North Island you can do during 
your time in Auckland, or of course after your studies by travelling a bit.  
 

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Congratulations ! You have taken the first step towards one of the if not the best experience you will have 
during your student time: the exchange abroad. I myself have chosen Auckland as my destination a long time 
ago, and here I am looking back and reminiscing about my truly wonderful time there. I can only encourage you 
to follow through with your plans, and participate in an exchange, you will not regret it. What follows is my 
personal experience with the University of Auckland, student life in Auckland, and the preparation for the 
whole trip. 
 

conclusions 

New Zealand is a beautiful country, more than beautiful. Studying or not, it should be on your bucket list. The 
University of Auckland truly is an amazing university. High academic quality combined with a true feeling of 
being part of the university would make everyone feel at home studying there. My exchange to the University 
of Auckland was definitely one of the highlights, if not the highlight of my bachelor degree in law. I could only 
recommend doing an exchange, not just for the academic experience, but because it is the experience of a 
lifetime. Go out there and learn, experience, enjoy.  
 

 

  



 

 
 

 

2014 – 2015 

preparation 

exchange/placement application process 

Auckland was my first choice, because I was looking for a university that was located in a country that has a 

common law tradition, has a good reputation concerning academic quality and would provide me an 

environment that was actually different from what I was used to. The application process took a lot of time, so I 

would advise future Auckland applicants to start on time. Make sure that you know what you want, why you 

want it and what things you have to take care of to get there. Before my application process started I had been 

to the international office several times to obtain information about universities and their study programmes 

and they were able to give helpful advice. I also went to my student adviser a couple of times to talk about my 

plans and how they would fit my curriculum the best way. I reckon that if your plans and options are clear to you, 

this makes your application process a lot easier than if you have no idea what you are actually applying for.  

academic preparation 

When I moved to Auckland, I was in the first semester of the fourth year of my Bachelors programme. I had 

completed all mandatory courses and even already followed some elective courses and I have to say that this is 

a very relaxed starting point. It is a very nice feeling to be confident about your basic legal knowledge, so that 

you do not have to worry about this while abroad. Furthermore I have not done anything special, except for 

figuring out what courses I wanted to sign up for in Auckland, which is very easy since UoA has a broad choice 

of (international) law elective courses (and if you do not like them, you can even change in the first three weeks 

of the semester).  

language preparation 

I already did an English course in the USA two years before my departure, so I kind of assumed my English 

would be good enough to study in New Zealand and that turned out the be true. The level of English at UoA is 

advanced and Kiwi’s speak fast and with a pretty strange accent, but my experience is that you pick it up really 

easily. I also did not experience any problems with the English legal terminology, so I do not think a legal English 

course is always necessary.   

finances 

Studying abroad is expensive and studying in New Zealand is even more expensive than studying in a lot of 

other countries. At first there is the flight, which is already expensive, but it also gets more expensive because 

you are only for sure that you can attend UoA just a few months before departure, when all the really  cheap 

flights are already gone. Besides that living in New Zealand is pretty expensive too; groceries cost you way more 

than you are used to in the Netherlands (especially stuff like meat/fish/dairy), you pay more rent than in 

Utrecht (800 NZ$) and also going out brings along a lot of extra expenses (a beer is 10 NZ$). A nice thing is that, 

because the UU has a good exchange programme, studying in NZ does not cost you anything more than at 

home, there are no extra tuition fees and I did not pay a lot for my books.  



 

 
 

My advice would be to save a lot of money if you want to go study in New Zealand, not only to take care of your 

extra living costs, but also because if you go to the other side of the world you probably want to travel a lot and 

explore the country in your weekends and during your holidays and it would be a waste if you cannot do that, it 

is totally worth it! 

study/placement abroad period 

academic quality of education/placement activities 

The quality of education was similar to what I was used to at the UU. I completed all my NZ courses with good 

grades, I enjoyed all my courses and I also have the feeling that they really supported the rest of my (dutch) 

curriculum. The courses I followed were ‘Introduction to Common Law’ (mandatory for international students 

who had not studied law in a Commonwealth country before) ‘International Economic Regulation’, 

‘International Environmental Law’ and ‘Commercial Arbitration’. The professors at UoA’s Law School were most 

of the time parttimers who also have another (legal)job on the side, like for example being an advisor for the NZ 

government, which made their classes really appealing and practical. In addition, a benefit of UoA is that you 

may choose whether you like to take the exam at the end of the semester, or prefer to write an essay of 7500 

words instead, which is something that is really beneficial for students like me, who like to write essays and like 

to improve their legal research skills.  

counselling/support at host institution/organisation 

The staff of the international office is really helpful and enthusiastic, just like the staff at the UU. But again, if 

you go to New Zealand you have to make sure that you keep an eye on all your deadlines yourself, since the 

semester starts earlier than in the Netherlands you have less time to take care of all your preparations and no 

one is going to remind you. During the semester the support at UoA is very good, all (digital) systems work 

really well and the university is very clear in their communication.  

transfer of credits 

The transfer of credits went very smoothly. My semester ended in the middle of November and just after 

Christmas the UU received my transcript from UoA. The international office at the UU kept me informed about 

the progress and mid March the credits were visible in Osiris (so perfectly on time for graduation in June).  

student life 

welcome/orientation programme 

The best advice I can give is to arrive in Auckland a week before Orientation week starts. In that week most 

international and domestic students have already arrived in their student accommodation and since everyone is 

still free by then, it is a great time to get to know each other. The orientation programme of the university is 

fine and informative, but there are not a lot of social activities organized by the UoA staff in that week. 

However it is still a nice occasion to meet new people and my experience is that you will make your own social 

programme beside the formal university programme.  

accommodation 



 

 
 

The accommodation where I stayed in during my five months in Auckland has certainly influenced my 

experience abroad in a very postive way. A friend of mine who already had studied in Auckland advised me to 

sign up for Parnell Student Village, so I was very happy that I got accepted for that campus. This place turned 

out to be the place where I would meet most of my friends and where I would feel at home within a week. 

Parnell is the oldest suburb of Auckland, just outside the city centre (the university buildings and Law School are 

also located in the city centre) and therefore Parnell Student Village (PSV) is a very safe, spacious and green 

environment. It is a mixed campus (boys, girls, Kiwis and Internationals) with 91 residents who all get to know 

each other very well and it offers a lot of acitivies. So, highly recommended! In addition, it is in general very nice 

to have the ‘campus experience’, since this is something that you will not experience in Utrecht. Besides Parnell 

the University also offers a lot of other kinds of student accommodation, which, from what I have seen/heard, 

were all fine too. So if you keep a close eye on the deadlines you can make sure that you do not need to search 

for a room yourself and you will have a great campus life experience! 

leisure/culture 

In your spare time, there is an extreme amount of activities you can do in Auckland. Throughout the year the 

city organizes a lot of activities around artistic/cultural themes, there are events like festivals, open air cinemas 

and sports competitions and there are nice musea, restaurants and  clubs (and a beach!). Besides that there is a 

whole lot to do outside of Auckland. It is very easy to get around New Zealand, which resulted in the fact that 

my fellow students and I actually left Auckland for a weekend trip to other parts of the country almost every 

week. At the end of the semester I had seen most of the North Island and had had some surf lessons.  

suggestions/tips 

Try to sign up for one or more of the many University Clubs! Auckland has a big ‘club culture’ and Kiwi’s are very 

open to international students who only want to join for one or two semester(s). If you can imagine it, Auckland 

has a club for it, so there is a fitting club for everyone. I was a member of the snow sports club (for a ski 

weekend), the tramping club, which offered very nice active weekend activities/trips (and has a lot of 

international members) and the meat club (free barbecue twice a month). Other popular clubs were 

kitesurfclub, sailing club, rowing club, scuba dive club etc etc.  

conclusions 

would you recommend this host organisation/destination to others? please explain 

I would definitely recommend UoA as a place to study, Auckland as a place to live and New Zealand as a country 

to stay in. The university is really well organised, which is very nice if everything is new/exciting/a bit confusing 

and you are far away from home. They are very clear in their communication, support you where they can and 

have a lot of accommodation, facilities and activities for international students and in general. Auckland may 

not seem as the most exciting city in the world on the first sight, but it is a really nice place to live. It is green, 

hip and spacious, there are a lot of things to do, places to go out/have coffee/eat, it offers a great range of 

water and outdoor activities and the university campus in the city centre is awesome. What I also liked about 

Auckland is that the way of life is totally different than in the Netherlands, you choose different things to do in 

the weekends, which makes the ‘abroad experience’ very unique. Last but not least the thing that really makes 



 

 
 

the UoA experience great, is that it is in New Zealand. I loved studying in Auckland and the fact that I could 

explore the whole country during my weekends and holidays. It is an extremely beautiful country that offers a 

lot and a lot of different things than Europe. It is easy and safe to travel and therefore not only your weekdays, 

but also your weekends will be filled with new experiences if you study in New Zealand.  

do you have any additional advice or comments? 

Make sure you plan ahead and keep an eye on all application/accommodation/etc- deadlines yourself, the 

international office is not going to do this for you and UoA is, mainly because the semesters in New Zealand 

start early, very strict with deadlines (although their staff is really helpful, so if something goes wrong do not 

panic).   

 

 


